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Abstract: The article is devoted to the problem of applying the maximum principle for finding 
optimal control parameters in simulation tasks of interest for a variety of engineering and industrial 
systems and processes. Especially important is the problem for such systems where it is practically 
impossible to organize a control system because of an unknown model or because it is impossible to 
strictly follow the specified trajectories of control parameters in each particular case. A so-called -
procedure is constructed that converges and allows one to obtain an approximation and optimal control 
of the system in a finite number of steps with a given accuracy . The theorem on the -procedure is 
proved and illustrative examples are given. Some features of the application of the proposed algorithm 
to real problems of simulation control are discussed, e.g. the optimal number of points dividing the 
time interval under consideration, and tasks for further individual research. 
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1. Introduction to the problem 
Many objects of a control are so complex that it is impossible to create the precise advanced 
models for their use in the control systems. Therefore, development of the adaptive control systems, 
which could imitate the behaviors of some etalon system, after their education, is important problem in 
a modern control theory [1-5]. In a number of the industrial, technological and other control systems, 
the ergatic control systems are applied, which are operating together with a team of the experienced 
operators supplying satisfactory running of the complex systems. For example, the steel making 
processes are operated with an application of the imitative control using the data base of the successful 
“trajectories” of the controlling process. The system of adaptive control is built on the principle of the 
best closeness of the imitative trajectory to the one from the data base of the optimal trajectories at 
each reference moment of time. The sophisticated machine control has a learning unit, which is 
analyzing the data base and choosing the best trajectories from it based on the stated criterion. Thus, 
from this point of view, it is the imitative control system. Presently the machine learning is a growing 
direction of the theory and applications. It includes slightly wider field as far as it is applied to the 
many other problem solving tasks including some kind of a study helper.  
 
2. Statement of the task by imitative control 
In the task of the imitative control, in a creation of such systems, the peculiarity consists in an 
absence of the mathematical model of the control object. Thus, the mathematical model (e.g. equations 
of the object) and elements of the control system are unknown. This substantially complicates a 
solution of the problem. Therefore, a compromise is foreseen both, in the strict statement of the 
problem, as well as in the accuracy of its solution. The problem on optimal control of such objects is 
especially important because the optimal trajectories may be absent among the positive ones in the 
data base. Unfortunately, the task of optimal control in the complex nonlinear objects sometimes is not 
resolved even in a case when the mathematical model for it is known.  
Accounting the above-mentioned, we consider in continuation of the earlier work [1] the 
following task on optimal control of the object of unknown structure, which is known by its positive 
and negative operating information. We consider the information about the controlling object as 
positive if the object works in its normal regime, otherwise - negative if the working regime does not 
satisfy the requirements. In general, the mathematical model of the object under control can be 
presented as 
 
                      , ,
dx
f x u t
dt
 ,                                                        (1) 
 
where n-dimensional vector of the parameters of state for the object, u(t) is the r-dimensional vector of 
the control parameters, t- time, f – n-dimensional vector-function. The control task is stated as follows. 
An object (1) must be guided in a way to get from the initial state x(t0) to the given final state x(t1) for 
minimal time (the task on optimal speed of the process), where t0, t1 are the initial and final moments 
of the control process.  
 
3. The proposed algorithm based on the principle of maximum 
The following algorithm for finding the optimal control of the object (1) was proposed based on 
the Pontryagin’s maximum principle. Having in hands the experimental data about the states of object 
with time, we can do as follows. The time interval is divided in Nm parts (for m-th case): 0 , 1 , 2 ,…,  
mN
  ( 0 =t0, mN = t1), where Nm is a number of the intervals for the case of m-th division of the interval 
 0 1,t t t  on Nm subintervals. And for each of such cases the piecewise-continuous approximations of 
the system (1) by linear systems of the form: 
 
                                         m
m m m m
dx
A
dt
x B u  ,                                                        (2) 
 
are done, where Am(t), Bm(t) are the piecewise-constant matrices; xm(t), um(t) are the piecewise-
continuous vectors. The matrices Am(t), Bm(t) are built based on the given information (both, positive 
and negative) about the states of the object. The system (2) can be presented in a form: 
 
                                        mk
mk mk mk mk
dx
A B
dt
x u  ,                                                        (3) 
 
where for 1, mk N   there is ,mk mkA B const ,  
 
                                         mk m m kx x x   .                                                        (4) 
 
For the linear systems (3), (4), the optimal control is determined as follows, according to the 
Pontryagin’s maximum principle [3]: the control parameter  mk tu  (  1,k kt   ) is managing transfer 
of the system from the state  1mk kx    into the state 0, being the optimal one in the sense of speed, if it 
is satisfying the Pontryagin’s maximum principle: 
 
                                         max
mk
mk mk mk mk mk mk
u U
t B t u t t B u 

 ,                                             (5) 
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where U is a region of the attainable control parameters,  mk t  is nontrivial solution of the system 
 
                                              *mk
mk mk
d
A
dt

  .                                                         (6) 
 
Here 
*
mkA  is a matrix transposed to Amk. It is known [3] that for the systems (3), (4) the condition 
( ) ( )mk mkt t constx   is satisfied. And equation (5) determines the piecewise-continuous optimal 
control ( )mku t , where according to the Feldbaum A.A. [6], each function ( )mku t  has only extremal 
values and no more than n-1 switches (n is an order of the system (1)). Increasing a quantity Nm of the 
divisions of interval  0 1,t t t we can obtain more and more approximations close to the system (1). 
But a number of switches will grow being limited from the top by (n-1)Nm. Therefore, the conditions 
for optimal division of the interval must be got, thus, obtained the minimal value Nm, which supplies 
the given accuracy of the approximation (1). The obtained piecewise-continuous control is optimal. 
According to the Pontryagin’s principle of maximum the Hamilton function 
i iH f , 1,i n , 
for the system (1) has its maximal values on the optimal trajectories, therefore the condition 
 
  
11 0
max
1 m
m
N
mk mk
N
k
H
t t


  ,                                                          (7) 
 
must satisfy, where  1 0 /mk mk mt t N   ; mk - some dimensionless value satisfying the condition               
1
mN
mk m
k
N

 , in particular can be εmk=1 put. The second condition for the function Hmk may be stated 
minimal mean deviation of Hmk from the average value of this function Hm on the interval  0 1,t t t : 
 
 
1
min
1 m
m
N
mk m mk
N
km
H H
N


 ,                                                              (8) 
 
where    
1
1/
mN
m m mk mk
k
H N H 

  . 
Thus, for determination of the optimal control parameters of the system (1) with an unknown 
right side, which transfer the system from the initial state x(t0) to the final state x(t1) for minimal time, 
it is required after division of the interval  0 1,t t into a few parts, approximate the system (1) by 
piecewise-continuous system (2) using the experimental data and determining the piecewise-
continuous control parameters. Then, increasing a number of the dividing points of the temporal 
interval, continuing the described process until the condition,  
 
   
1
1 0 1 0min min
m mN N
t t t t

                                                           (9) 
 
is satisfied, where min(t1-t0) for the m-th and (m-1)-th divisions of the interval  0 1,t t  are computed 
according to the above-described. Here D is given attainable inaccuracy.  
 
4. The proposed D-procedure based on the principle of maximum 
The procedure (9) thus proposed was named the D-procedure, which was introduced by the 
following theorem [1]: 
Theorem. D-procedure converges and allows obtaining the approximation and optimal control for 
the system (1) in a finite number of the steps with a given accuracy. 
Proof of theorem. Let Nm®¥, then, as far as the left and right sides of the equations (1) and (3) 
coincide in all interval  0 1,t t t , the system (3), (4) is transferring into (1). What is more, the 
Hamilton functions and the optimal control functions coincide too. Supposed    0 1 0/t t t t     in 
(7), we can get the condition max  max
u U
H d 

 , which corresponds to max max
u U
H

. The condition 
(8) is satisfied automatically. Thus, D-procedure converges. Consecutively, for the finite number of the 
steps determined by required accuracy D, one can get the approximation and optimal control for the 
system (1).  
In case of the general problem of optimal control for the object (1) under condition of a minimum 
of the quality functional  
 
1
0
0 ( , )
t
t
I f x u dt                                                                     (10) 
 
where f0 (x,u) is a function chosen by the statement, the object (1) must be transferred from the initial 
state x(t0) to the final state x(t1) in such way that the functional (10) gets its extreme value. 
The control u(t), a solution of the stated task, is optimal. If f0º1, I=t1-t0, the task reduces to the 
optimal performance problem. Adding to the space of the states of object the new variable x0, which 
follows according to (10) dx0/dt=f0(x,u). Now introducing for each trajectory the new time τ connected 
to the old time by correlation dτ=f0(x,u)dt, we get I=τ1-τ0, so that in a new time the task stated is 
transformed into the optimal performance problem. Thus, the D-procedure is similarly applied in a 
general case as well. If the problem with varying boundaries is considered, so that x(t0)ÎM0, x(t1)ÎM1, 
where the mathematical sets M0, M1 are the varieties (the lines or surfaces of the stated number of the 
measurements), then all the above-mentioned is kept. But the transversality conditions of the vector 
( )t  are added according to the Pontryagin’s maximum principle [3]: vector 0( )t  is orthogonal to all 
tangential vectors of the manifold M1 at the point x(t1). 
 
5. Examples illustrating the proposed D-procedure 
Example 1. We consider the following model of the system 
 
dx/dt=x
2
+u
2 
,                                                                 
 
   (11) 
 
where x(t0)=0, x(t1)=1 and  1,1u  . Investigating (11) by the maximum principle, we get the 
Hamilton function 
2 2
( )H x u  . Here   is computed as solution of the equation / 2d dt x   , 
and afterward 
 1,1
max
u
H
 
 is found, which yields that u=1 is the optimal control for the system (11). The 
corresponding optimal trajectory is x=tgt, which results in a solution min (t1- t0) = / 4 0.78  , which is 
valid only until the breaking point / 2 1.57t   . Then applying the D-procedure we perform a few 
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dividing of the interval and determine the corresponding approximations of (11) and the optimal 
trajectories: 
 
0t  ,  x=0;     1t  ,  x=0.5;     2t  ,  x=1;    u=0.5.                               (12) 
 
System (11) is approximated by piecewise-continuous systems using the known points (12): 
 
 0 1,t   ,    dx/dt=a1x+b1u,                                                      (13) 
 1 2,t   ,    dx/dt=a2x+b2u,    
 
where the constants aj, bj (j=1,2) are computed substituting the (13) into the conditions (12), with 
account of the corresponding values x obtained from (11), (12). We have got as follows: 
 
 0 1,t   ,    a1=b1=0.5;                                                         (14) 
 1 2,t   ,    a2=b2=-0.5.    
 
The obtained approximations (13), (14) investigated according to the principle of maximum result 
in the following 
 0 1,t   ,   1 10.5( )H x u   ,   1 1/ 0.5d dt x   , 
where  1 0.5( )exp 0.5H x u xdx    . Studying the H1 on maximum by the control parameter 
 1,1u   we get the optimal control u=1. Similarly, the case  1 2,t    was studied. The 
corresponding optimal trajectories were got as follows: 
 0 1,t   ,    0 2ln( 1)t x   ; 
 1 2,t   ,       1 2 / 3 ln (3 1) / 2.5t x   .    
Here u=1 according to the principle of maximum at the interval  0 1,t   , and u=-1 at the interval 
 1 2,t   , though an approximation was made by the points with the control value u=0.5. The 
optimal trajectories result:  1 0min 0.82 0.31 1.13t t    .  
Example 2. Similarly, the next cases were considered (u=1 is optimal control everywhere): 
1) 0t  , x=0; 1t  , x=0.5; 2t  , x=1; u=0.9;   
 0 1,t   , 0 2ln(0.5 / 0.9 1)t x   ;      
 1 2,t   ,     1 2 / 3 ln (1.5 0.34) /1.09t x   ,   1 0min 1.1t t  . 
2) 0t  , x=0; 1t  , x=0.25; 2t  , x=0.5; 3t  , x=0.75; 4t  , x=1; u=0.9;   
 0 1,t   ,  0 4ln( / 3.6 1)t x   ;  
 1 2,t   ,    1 4 / 3 ln ( 1.1) /1.26t x   ; 
 2 3,t   ,  2 ln (1.25 0.483) /1.0080.8t x   ;   
 3 4,t   ,    3 20 /17 ln (0.85 1.07) /1.71t x   ;   1 0min 0.94t t  . 
3) 
0t  , x=0; 1t  , x=0.75; 2t  , x=1; u=1;   
 0 4 / 3 ln(0.75 1)t x   ,    
   1 4 / 7 ln (7 1) / 6.25t x   ,  1 0min 0.74t t  . 
4) 
0t  , x=0; 1t  , x=0.5; 2t  , x=1; u=1;   
0 ln(0.5 1)2t x   ,    
   1 2 / 3 ln (1.5 0.5) /1.25t x   ,  1 0min 0.76t t  . 
 
6. Discussions 
For the nonlinear equation (11) an optimal control was got u=1 and the corresponding optimal 
solution x=tgt, which is stable. But for some real systems described by the simplest development 
equation with deviating arguments  
 
/ ( )dx dt kx t   ,                                                                             (14) 
 
there are available unstable regimes. Here  >0 is a time deviating term, k is the coefficient (intensity 
of a development), positive for the system’s grow and negative for decreasing of a system. The sign 
minus in the equation (14) corresponds to a time delay, plus – to a time forecasting. As shown in [12], 
in many different systems of the very wide real systems (technical and organisms), the development is 
going with account of both, delay and forecasting. And there are available some stable processes of a 
system’s development only in a range from  =1/u till  =1.293/u, so that solution of (14) is built as 
x=x0exp(ut) with a piecewise-continuous value of the control parameter u.  
As shown by the results above, the closer are experimental data to the optimal ones, the faster D-
procedure converges. Therefore, the positive information is better for approximation of the object (1) 
because it reduces the calculations substantially. 
The results obtained can be used for optimization of the imitative control systems, for example 
the ones by a control of the steel making processes [2]. The open-hearth and electric arc processes are 
distinguished by the presence of measurements of output parameters at any time during the melting 
process (sample selection), on the basis of which the steelmaker performs correction of fusible control. 
Stating some value of the required inaccuracy D, one can apply the above-described D-procedure to 
obtain, based on the positive information about the object, the piecewise-continuous linear 
approximations for the object and the corresponding optimal control parameters. Then the algorithm of 
the open-hearth fusible process can be reduced to the switching of the control parameters in a time 
moments stated, which must be performed by the steelmaker. In this process, the main task the 
steelmaker is exact fulfillment of the instruction by control, which is prepared with account of the 
optimal control parameters and the known optimal trajectories. 
An application of the D-procedure for a control of the converter steelmaking process is 
complicated by the fact that the vector of trajectories is unknown [2].  But some information about the 
object may be presented by a vector of the indirect parameters, e.g. content of the off-gas composition, 
which can be used for optimization of the process by the above-described algorithm. 
The problem of a system’s identification, having important practical value as far as a general 
algorithm cannot work without a simple linear model of the object, was not considered in this paper. 
We have also to underline an insurmountable obstacle in solving the problem. By m , the control 
task is solved successfully but the identification task is hardly solved, while by small values of m the 
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situation changes to the opposite one. Thus, the task on finding the optimal value of m is stated for a 
separate investigation. 
These and similar algorithms can be applied in different systems of diverse nature [7-11]. Except 
the considered above, there are important problems on stability and critical levels of the automatically 
controlled systems too, especially with account of the deviated arguments, which are nearly always 
present in a system [10-12]. The optimal control can be unstable, especially in case of deviating 
arguments; therefore, determination of the optimal control must be done together with a stability 
analysis [11, 12]. Different approaches for an optimal control developed in [3] (Pontryagin’s 
maximum principle) and [12] (critical levels and stable development in systems with delays and time 
forecasting), both reveal the piecewise-continuous control functions for the optimal development. 
 
7. The conclusion 
The proposed algorithm and the -procedure for solution of the tasks by imitative control based 
on application the Pontryagin’s maximum principle were proven by the theorem and illustrated by a 
few examples. Finding of the optimal control parameters in the tasks of imitative control is of interest 
for many applications. For example, it is important for imitative control of the steel casting. The 
specific feature of an application of the proposed algorithm to the real problems of imitative control is 
an optimal number of the points dividing the considered time interval. This is stated as a problem for 
further separate studies, as well as the problem of mathematical modeling of the object and its 
identification. 
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